Kolkata Port Trus
Traffic Department

Tfc/DTM(S) 18/08/2017

CIRCULAR

All concerned

Sub : Restriction of Bascule Bridge operation.

In view of the present vulnerable condition of the Bascule Bridge it has been decided, as informed by CME, henceforth the operation of the Bascule Bridge will be carried out in the time slot from 23:59 hrs of every Saturday till 0200 hrs of every Sunday in a week – once opening and once closing. This also has to be done under strict vigil considering safety aspects.

All concerned are hereby advised to plan to and from movement between KPD-I and KPD-II in advance accordingly.

Traffic Manager

Copy to ASIC/CCHA/SDTM-Docks/DTM KPD/NSD/CT/(L&IWT) SATIM KPD/NSD/SOFF
Copy to HOCC- He is requested to hoist the above in KoPT website.